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PROGRAMME ALTERNATIVES FOR GROUPS IN 
LEVI 

 
With the guidance of Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti's Holiday host, around 

the year. On excursions we enjoy tranquillity of nature, outdoor activities, 
socializing and stories of Lapland. Departure point for programmes is at 

Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti reception or elsewhere by request. Service 
languages are Finnish and English. 

 
 
GUIDED TOUR IN LEVI  
Departure by the group’s bus from Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti via Levi 
centre and Koutamaa to the top of the Levi fell. At good weather a 
breathtaking view opens up on neighbouring fells from the top. We visit 
gondola lift area where Alpine Ski World Cup is organized every year. 
We go along the road around the fell and get to see grand cottage areas. 
We visit the top of Utsuvaara hill from where impressive views open up 
on wilderness and the Suurikuusikko goldmine. We go back via Levi Golf 
& Country Club and Rakkavaara to Levi centre to Lapland Hotel 
Sirkantähti.  
Duration: ca. 2 hours, available around the year 
Group size: 5–50 persons (max. one bus)  
Equipment: outfit to weather conditions  
Price: €50.00 / group 

 
 
 
GUIDED TOUR IN PALLAS AND GALLERY RAEKALLIO IN PÖNTSÖ  
We go by bus from Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti to Pallas fell. In Pallas we 
visit the Pallastunturi Visitor Centre and take a short hike to the fell. After 
the hike we head for Pöntsö village. In Pöntsö we visit artist Reijo 
Raekallio’s gallery where we see his sales exhibition. While sipping coffee 
we listen to Reijo who tells us about his art and life in Pöntsö. Our 
journey ends in Levi at Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti.  
Duration: ca. 4 hours, available around the year 
Group size: 5–50 pers. (max. one bus)  
Outfit to weather conditions, good shoes  
Price €100.00 / group  

+ admission fee + coffee at Gallery Raekallio (prices according to 
agreement)  
 
  
 
GUIDED TOUR IN SÄRESTÖNIEMI MUSEUM  
We leave by bus from Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti to Kaukonen village 
where we visit artist Reidar Särestöniemi's gallery. In Särestöniemi we 
visit the artist’s home, atelier and art exhibition in the gallery. On the way 
back there is a possibility to stop for shopping in Kittilä village or visit the 
Kittilä church (by request in advance). Our journey ends in Levi at 
Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti. 
Duration: ca. 4 hours, available around the year 
Group size: 5–50 pers. (max. one bus)  
Equipment: outfit to weather conditions, good shoes  
Price: €100.00 / group + admission fee + coffee at Särestöniemi museum 

(prices according to agreement) 
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TOUR AROUND THE FELL LAKE IN LEVI  
We go for a hike from Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti to Lake Immeljärvi. This 
beautiful lake, also called a national landscape, is surronded by two 
impressive silhuettes: Levi and Kätkätunturi fells. Our hiking route goes 
through a passable terrain. On the excursion we visit the ancient seida. 
The Holiday host tells about the seida and its significance for Lappish 
people.  
Our Holiday host is an instructor trained by the International Nordic 
Walking Federation (INWA).  
Duration: ca. 3 hours, the length of the route ca. 6 km, available during 
the summer/autumn season  
Degree of difficulty: easy, suitable for beginners  
Group size: 5-50 persons (max. one bus)  
Equipment: outfit to weather conditions, good shoes and something to 
drink  
Price: €75.00 / group (walking poles included in the price)  

 
 
 
NORDIC WALK THROUGH A PASSABLE TERRAIN  
The Holiday host instructs you on Nordic walking in a passable terrain. 
We leave from Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti, go through the techniques of 
Nordic walking and warm up well before going for a walk. Our trip goes 
along a passable, bark-covered trail to the Levi Golf course. At the golf 
course restaurant Draivi we enjoy coffee with pastries. The return trip to 
Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti can be done either by the group’s bus or in 
guidance of the Holiday host on foot.  
Our Holiday host is an instructor trained by the International Nordic 
Walking Federation (INWA).  
Duration: ca. 3 hours, the length of the route ca. 6 km / 12 km, available 
during the summer/autumn season 
Degree of difficulty: easy, suitable for beginners  
Group size: min. 10 persons  
Equipment: outfit to weather conditions, good shoes and something to 
drink 
Price: €10.00 / person, walking poles and coffee with pastries included in 

the price  
 
 
 
STORY MOMENT IN TÄHTIKOTA  
The Holiday host’s story moment in Tähtikota of Lapland Hotel 
Sirkantähti. Great shamans have left their mark and stories in the history 
of Kittilä region. Our Holiday host tells about them and the life in the past 
in Lapland.  
Duration: ca. 2 hours, available around the year  
Group size: max. 25 persons, groups of over 25 persons by request.  
Equipment: outfit to weather conditions  
Price: €70.00 / group, coffee or hot juice included in the price  
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TO THE ACCESSIBILITY TRAIL OF LEVI BY GONDOLA LIFT  
Departure from Lapland Hotel Sirkantähti by the group’s bus to the 
gondola lift area. With the guidance of the Holiday host we get on lifts 
and the journey to the top begins. There is the Peak Trail situated on the 
top which starts at the top station of the lift. The trail is a circa one 
kilometre long scenery trail that meets the accessibility requirements. 
There are six resting sites and one campfire site along the trail. On the 
way the Holiday host tells stories about natural phenomena in the sky 
suitable for theme of the trail. By an additional fee it is possible to 
combine the trip with grilling sausages on campfire. Return by the 
gondola lift from the top. 
The trip can also be realised on foot to the gondola lift area and back 
(without a bus).  
Duration: ca. 2 hours, available during the summer/autumn season 
Degree of difficulty: easy, suitable for beginners and physically disabled.  
Group size: min. 10 persons. Outfit: sportswear to weather conditions, 
good shoes and something to drink. 
Price: €10 / pers, includes walking poles and gondola lift ticket  

 

 
 
 
 
 

There are plenty of things to do and experience in the fell and 
neighbouring areas. You can visit e.g: 

 
ST. MARY’S CHAPEL 

Already in 1945 the Sirkka parish organised a fund-raising campaign to 
build a village chapel or prayerhouse. Finally in 1998, the St. Mary’s 

Chapel was opened in Sirkka village. The altar crucifix was purchased 
with the original funds from 1945 campaign. In the belfry of the chapel 
there is the ‘children’s bell’ donated by our hotel, which you can ring by 

hand. The chapel is open every day at 11-15.  
 
 

SUMMER SLED TRACK AND LEVI EXPRESS GONDOLA LIFT 
By gondola lift you can get fast and effortlessly to the front slope where 

the Conference and Exhibition Centre Levi Summit is situated.  
 
 

LEVI SUMMIT 
The Conference and Exhibition Centre at the front slope. There is also a 

3D cinema in the centre. 
 
 

SAMILAND 
Samiland, located at Levi Summit, includes an indoor exhibition (500m2) 

and outdoor exhibition (10 000m2), which presents the history and 
present day of the European Union’s only indigenous people, the Sami. 

 
 

SÄRESTÖNIEMI MUSEUM 
In Särestö you can visit a Finnish artist Reidar Särestöniemi’s birthplace, 

atelier and gallery. There is a cafe in the connection to the museum. 
Open Tue-Sat at 12-18. Distance to Särestöniemi ca. 50 km to one 

direction.  
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LEVI GOLF  

An 18-hole golf course in fantastic fell surroundings 
 
 

LEVI ACTIVITY PARK 
In the surroundings of Gondoli 2000 lift. A park full of action for the 

whole family. 
 

* ADVENTURE PARK 
At Levi Adventure Park you climb on elements that are built between 

trees in a Lappish pine forest. In climbing you use wooden steps, bridges, 
nets and tunnels. There are tracks that go in different heights at the park. 
Safety is guaranteed by the instructors trained by the Finnish Climbing 

Association. 
 

* BIKE PARK  
Levi Bike Park consists of several donwhill and freeride tracks which start 
from the top of the fell. Transportation for bikes is easy by Gondoli2000 

lift. 
 

* DISC GOLF PARK 
Disc golfing in Levi 9-track disc golf course is fun. The course 

classification is C1 so it is beginner friendly and suitable for the entire 
family. You can disc golf freely even in the midnight sun because the 

park is open round the clock. 
 

* MINIGOLF 
In Levi you can play minigolf on 18-track course. The tracks are beginner 

friendly and you can rent playing set in the rental of gondola lift area. 
 

* GONDOLI 2000 
The first gondola lift in Finland goes up and down with a peaceful pace 
in summer time. The views on the Fell Lapland are impressive and open 

up widely from the top of the fell along the Peak Trail. Suitable for 
visitors with a wheelchair or stroller. 

 
 

We reserve the rights to changes. 


